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Project 5.4 EP: “Who is Ann?”
Release Date: Aug. 23, 2019
When Enigma burst on the music scene in the ’90s with their
blend of electronica-infused pop music, I became hooked. They
have remained an influence in my music ever
since, as have elements of rap, folk, country, and basically any
artist that colors outside the lines lyrically and musically. From the
pedal steel wizardry of Lloyd Maines to my own collection of loops
and spoken word pieces, I hammered out a dream of mine. We
created a collection of songs where the music is infused with
vocal percussion and lyrics to create a mood that
addresses depression from profound loss, and the steely reserve
to move forward and grab the light. A light that must not be
dimmed — especially in our current climate.
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Track Listing
Clean music, suitable for all audiences
This album uses acoustic and electronic samples
1. Drive 3:18
(Terri Hendrix)
2. Happy 3:17
(Terri Hendrix)
3. Move 3:18
(Terri Hendrix/Lloyd Maines/Pat Manske)
4. Woman 2:47
(Terri Hendrix)
5. Grieve 3:58
(Terri Hendrix)
Recording:
Produced by Terri Hendrix
(“Happy,” “Woman,” and Grieve")
Produced by Lloyd Maines and Terri Hendrix
(“Move Your Body,” “Drive”)
Recorded at The Zone in Dripping Springs, Texas and Bubba's
Place
Recorded at Wilory Farm, in Martindale, Texas
Engineered, mixed, and mastered by Pat Manske at The Zone in
Dripping Springs, Texas
Credits:
Terri Hendrix: Vocals, harmony vocals, loops, samples
Lloyd Maines: Acoustic, electric guitars, pedal steel, percussion,
mandolin, papoose, bass guitar and ukulele
Pat Manske: Keypads
Drew Womack: Harmony vocals
Album Artwork:
Melissa Webb
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Song by Song: By Terri Hendrix
1. Drive
I collect royalty-free electronica samples. For this song
we merged pop samples with country music instrumentation. It's a
spoken word piece where the pedal steel creates a moody vibe
about love and loss.
2. Happy
This track features bullies, racists, homophobic religious zealots,
hypocrites, mean-spirited politicians, and radio and television
anomalies. I've been recording these voices that prey on fear,
strive to divide, and distort religion for their own political
aspirations for the past 15 years. I've now looped some of them
and put them to a quirky little dance track. Why did I do this?
Because I'm tired of their "song" and needed to write my own.
Because there is no "us versus them." There is just us.
3. Move
After my sister Tammi's death, I moved one limb at a time to get
out of bed. I wrote this right before a show. I was under the
weather and didn't want to cancel. But I "moved my body" and it
all worked out. There comes a time to get back up. It took a year.
4. Woman
Attitude is everything and this song is my tribute to the women
champions who stick their neck out, spread their wings, and fly in
spite of adversity.
5. Grieve
I lost my sister, Tammi Hendrix, at 6:42 p.m. on March 8, 2018.
Her death was the direct result of a combination of both
alcoholism and remaining in a dysfunctional relationship. She
became isolated from those who could have helped her. I still
grieve for my sister like a wounded animal. The waves come in
and I find myself back in the ocean. That's why there are samples
of the ocean in this track. The breathy vocal bursts are deliberate,
and signify being unable to breath during the grieving process.

